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A B S T R A C T   

The ultrahigh transparent VO2 films with surface nanoparticles had been prepared by combining the high power 
impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) with the post-annealing. The single-sided VO2 thin film with an ultra-
high luminous transmittance (Tlum) of 82.9% exhibited a transparent vision with solar modulation ability (ΔTsol) 
of 6.1%, and the double-sided VO2 thin film provided an excellent ΔTsol of 9.3% while Tlum maintained at 70.6%. 
The size of VO2 nanoparticles was effectively controlled by adjusting the oxygen flow rates, which can broaden 
the bandgap and regulate the localized surface plasmon resonance to balanced Tlum and ΔTsol. The propound 
surface engineering approaches symbolize a facile and cost-effective strategy to improve thermochromic char-
acteristics, which could facilitate the deployment of VO2 film in smart windows and windshields of vehicles.   

1. Introduction 

The solar modulation coating is an effective material to control the 
heat exchange between the building and the outside, which can effec-
tively reduce building energy consumption by regulating the heat ex-
change [1]. Although the excellent properties make Vanadium dioxide 
(VO2) one of the most desirable materials for preparing energy-efficient 
solar modulation coatings because of its reversible metal–insulator 
phase transition at ~ 340 K [2–3], it remains a tremendous hurdle for 
large-scale employment due to the unsatisfied luminous transmittance 
(Tlum) and low solar modulation ability (ΔTsol) [4,5]. 

So far, various techniques have been probed into intensifying the 
optical performance of VO2 films, including thickness optimization [6], 
doping [7,8], multilayer stacking designs [9,10], and composite struc-
tures [11,12]. However, the amelioration of Tlum cannot fully meet the 
requirements of building windows [13], which must exceed 60% to 
prevent extra energy expenditure for interior lighting. Consequently, 
how to improve the Tlum without sacrificing ΔTsol is still a significant 
challenge. 

Fortunately, optical calculations confirm that isolated VO2 nano-
particles can reduce interference effects derived from the optical con-
stants [14]. And localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) of 

metallic VO2 nanoparticles will significantly lower the transmittance at 
a high temperature by absorbing light of specific wavelengths [15–16]. 
Up to now, several chemical and physical methods have been developed 
to grow VO2 nanoparticles to obtain LSPRs, including chemical vapor 
deposition, sol–gel, hydrothermal, magnetron sputtering, etc 
[7–9,10–12,14]. Dou et al. had prepared double-sided VO2 nano-
particles by sol–gel method, which exhibits LSPRs at a high temperature 
to balance Tlum (68.2%) and ΔTsol (11.7%) [17]. Jin [18] et al. had 
fabricated a nano-porous VO2 film to regulate LSPRs by co-sputtering 
VO2 and the poly (tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE, Teflon) targets followed 
by two-step post-annealing, resulting in excellent performance (Tlum =

78.0%, ΔTsol = 14.1%). Among them, the films prepared by reactive 
magnetron sputtering show excellent performance of good uniformity 
and easy manufacturing. Unfortunately, except for pulsed oxygen flow 
control in high power impulse magnetron sputtering cases [19,20], VO2 
films with excellent performance can be fabricated only under a fixed 
oxygen-to-argon ratio in most literature [9,16,21–26]. Therefore, a 
method to fabricate VO2 nanoparticles based on smart coatings with 
ultrahigh transparency, excellent solar modulation ability, relaxed 
preparation conditions, and simple structure still need to be explored. 

Herein, we propose a universal and facile method to prepare VO2 
films with surface nanoparticles by combining HIPIMS technology with 
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post-annealing treatment. And the size and distribution of VO2 nano-
particles were tunable by tailoring the oxygen flow rates. Consequently, 
the single-sided VO2 coating with ultrahigh Tlum (82.9%) and the 
excellent ΔTsol (6.1%) was obtained to meet the basic requirements for 
indoor lighting. Besides, the double-sided VO2 thin film presented 
exceptional performances with balanced ΔTsol of 9.3% and Tlum of 
71.3%. Furthermore, this strategy realizes the preparation of VO2 films 
with phase transition properties in a wide range of oxygen flow rates, 
which reduces the difficulty of preparing VO2 film with surface nano-
particles and provides a new idea for the preparation of highly trans-
parent VO2 smart windows. 

Table 1 
The main fabrication parameters in the experiment.  

Samples Temperature 
(◦C) 

Work 
pressure 
(Pa) 

O2/Ar 
(sccm) 

Deposition 
Power 
(W) 

Substrate 

S1 500  0.9  0.4/80 180 Silica 
glass 

S2 500  0.9  0.5/80 180 Silica 
glass 

S3 500  0.9  0.6/80 180 Silica 
glass 

S4 500  0.9  0.7/80 180 Silica 
glass 

S5 500  0.9  0.8/80 180 Silica 
glass 

DF 500  0.9  0.5/80 180 Silica 
glass  

Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of the way to overlay VO2 nanoparticles array films. (b) A photograph (40 mm × 40 mm) of S2 film. (c) The cross-sectional SEM image of S2 
film. (d) Raman spectra of VO2 nanoparticles with different oxygen flow rates. 

Fig. 2. High-resolution XPS spectra of V2p and O1s core levels of the S1-S5 and unannealed film.  
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2. Experimental methods 

2.1. Preparation of the VO2 films 

The VO2 films were fabricated on silica glass. Vanadium targets of 
76.2 mm diameter and 99.99% purity were used for deposition. A tur-
bomolecular pump performs the initial evacuation process to achieve a 
raw pressure of 8 × 10-4 Pa in the deposition chamber. And the mixture 
of Ar (99.99% purity) and O2 (99.99% purity) was introduced into the 
chamber. The preparation temperature, argon flow rates, and gas pres-
sure were maintained at 500 ◦C, 80 Sccm, and 0.9 Pa, respectively. The 
oxygen flow rates were varied from 0.4 to 0.8 Sccm, and the samples 
were marked S1-S5, respectively. The HiPIMS parameters had presented 
in Fig. S1. In addition, the double-sided VO2 film (DF) was fabricated by 
sputtering on each side of the silica glass separately. Finally, the 
deposited films were annealed under Ar (99.99% purity) atmosphere at 
500 ◦C for 1 h to form VO2 (M) nanoparticles [17]. The major fabrication 
parameters for samples are in Table 1. 

2.2. Materials characterization 

Raman spectra were acquired at room temperature by utilizing a 
Raman microscope spectrometer (532 nm, Renishaw, inVia-Reflex) with 
a spectral resolution of approximately 1 cm− 1. The valence state of the V 
element in the film was measured using X-ray photoelectron spectros-
copy (XPS, PHI 5700 ESCA system) with an X-ray source of AlKα 

(1486.8 eV). Besides, the surface morphology and thickness of films 
were characterized using a field emission scanning electron microscope 
(Zeiss Supa 50 VP, Germany) linked to energy-dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy (EDS, Oxford, UK). Image analysis software (Nano measurer 
and Image J) was used to determine the average particle size and 
coverage of VO2 nanoparticles. And the surface roughness and particle 
size of the films were further examined in the tapping mode using an 
atomic force microscopy (AFM, Bruker Dimension Icon SPM) apparatus. 
Furthermore, the optical switching characteristics of films in the scope 
of 250 to 2500 nm at 30 ◦C and 90 ◦C were characterized by employing a 
UV–Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (Lambda-950, PerkinElmer) with a 
heating attachment. And hysteresis loops were gauged by a fiber optic 
spectrometer (NIRQuest 256–2.5, Ocean Optics) that collected the 
transmittance at a constant wavelength (2000 nm) at nearly 2.0 ◦C in-
tervals. The temperature measurements were carried out with a ther-
mocouple connection to the films and monitored by a temperature 
controller. 

2.3. Calculation of optical properties 

To quantify the visible light serviceable to human vision as well as 
the solar thermal energy entering the constructions under normal con-
ditions, the integrated luminous transmittance (Tlum, 380–780 nm) and 
the solar modulation ability (ΔTsol) were defined using Eq. (1), Eq. (2) 
and Eq. (3), respectively [5,14,27]. 

Fig. 3. SEM images of VO2 nanoparticles prepared at different oxygen flow rates. (a) S1, (b) S2, (c) S3, (d) S4, (e) S5, (f) Unannealed film of sample S2. The inset 
shows the particle size distributions and Gaussian curve fitting of VO2 thin film samples. (g-i) EDS mapping results of the sample S2 with V, and Si elements, 
respectively. 
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Tlum/sol =

∫

φlum/sol(λ)T(λ)dλ/
∫

φlum/sol(λ)dλ (1)  

Tlum = (Tlum− L + Tlum− H)/2 (2)  

ΔTsol = Tsol− L − Tsol− H (3) 

In Eq. (1), T(λ) denotes the transmittance of films at wavelength λ, 
φlum signifies the standard luminous efficiency function, and φsol is the 
AM1.5 solar irradiance spectrum of a south-facing surface tilted at 37◦

concerning for to the horizontal line. Both φlum and φsol were accepted as 
weighting functions for the wavelength-dependent transmission coeffi-
cient [28]. In addition, considering the transition temperature of the 
VO2 films (~68 ◦C), 30 ◦C and 90 ◦C were chosen as the measurement 
temperatures for the insulator and metallic states, denoted by L and H, 
respectively. 

The optical band gaps (Eg) of the thin films were derived from this 
expression [22]: 

(αħν)n
= A(ħν − Eg) (4)  

where α is the absorption coefficient, ħ is the photon energy, and A is a 
constant. As reported in literature, the optical band gap of semi-
conducting VO2 can be assigned to the indirect transition from the top of 
filled d// bands to the bottom of empty π* band [29,30]. Therefore, the 
exponent n here was identified as 1/2 for indirectly allowing optical 
transition. A linear relationship between (aħν)1/2 and ħν can be fitted 
near the onset where light absorption. Then Eg is obtained through the 
intersection of the fitted line and the ħν axis (α = 0). 

The temperature-dependent visible-NIR transmittance spectra of 40 
~ 120 ◦C were measured and the related extinction spectrum for 
switching temperature dependency was computed by Eq. (5) to show the 
resonance shift fluctuation of the LSPRs [18]. 

A = − log10(Transmittance) (5)  

where A represents the extinction spectrum of thin films in the R phase. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Structure of VO2 films 

The formation of VO2 films with surface nanoparticles sketches in 
Fig. 1a. And it can be seen in homogenous and ultrahigh transparent 
(Fig. 1b). Further investigation means the height of VO2 nanoparticles is 
about 24 nm (Fig. 1c). Besides, it indicated that the annealed films 
exhibit M− VO2 Raman modes with peaks concentrated at 193, 223, 261, 
308, 338, 388, 438, 498, and 616 cm− 1 (Fig. 1d), wherein the peak at 
193 cm− 1 is associated with the V-V bond, and the other peaks corre-
spond to the V-O bond [31]. And the peaks of V2O5 at 141 cm-1 and 700 
cm− 1 were found, which can attribute to the thermal effect of Raman 
measurement [32]. In contrast, the Raman spectrum of the unannealed 
film shows a broad peak, indicating that the film is dominated by the 
amorphous phase (Fig. S2). 

Then XPS analysis was carried out to investigate the oxidation state 
of the V element in the films before and after annealing. And the XPS 
spectra are calibrated by employing the C 1s peak (284.6 eV) of 
adventitious carbon on the sample surface. V 2p and O 1s photoelectron 
spectra of samples S1-S5 are presented in Fig. 2a-e, respectively. The V 
2p spectra exhibit a typical two-peak pattern for V (2p3/2 and 2p1/2) due 
to spin–orbit splitting. The peaks at binding energies of 516.1–516.2 eV 
(reported values: 515.7–516.2 eV [33–35]) can be assigned to the 
oxidation states of V4+. Moreover, the O1s are found to have a core-level 
binding energy of approximately 529.4–529.6 eV, which is frequently 
seen in metal oxides [36]. And almost no shift in the V 2p core levels 

Fig. 4. AFM image of VO2 films with different oxygen flow rates. (a) S1, (b) S2, (c) S3, (d) S4, (e) S5, (f) Unannealed film of sample S2, and the figure (a’-f’) are the 
corresponding height profiles. 
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with increased oxygen flow rates. In contrast, the broad peak of V 2p3/2 
for the unannealed film is split into the V5+ peak at 516.7 eV and the V4+

peak at 515.8 eV, respectively (Fig. 2f) [37]. Furthermore, the per-
centage of V4+ was 36.5% while that of V5+ was 63.5% by calculating 
the area integral of the elemental peaks, indicating amorphous V2O5 was 
the predominant component in the unannealed film. Finally, the Si-O 
core-level peak at 531.6–532.2 eV was observed in the spectra [38], 
demonstrating the thin thickness of the prepared VO2 films. Further-
more, the stoichiometric of the films were calculated (Table S1). It 
indicated that the V5+ ions convert to V4+ ions with the percentage of V/ 
O close to 1/2, which indicates the obtained samples are pure VO2. 
Overall, both the Raman and XPS analysis indicate the phase formation 
of VO2 after annealing in the Ar atmosphere. 

3.2. Microstructures of VO2 film 

The surface morphology of samples (S1-S5) is shown in Fig. 3, and 
the unannealed film of sample S2 is used to reference. It was observed 
that the isolated VO2 nanoparticles dispersed on the surface of the 
annealed films (Fig. 3a-e), which may be associated with enhanced mass 
transport surface diffusion during the annealing process [39]. Further-
more, the VO2 nanoparticles in the films changed from short nanorods to 
quasi-spherical morphology as the oxygen flow rates increased. The data 
in the inset are derived from the sizes of 300 randomly selected particles 
from SEM images, and the histograms represent the size distribution of 
nanoparticles. The average sizes of samples (S1-S5) according to the 
Gaussian distribution were 90, 70, 82, 66, and 56 nm, respectively. It 
was noted that the particle size and the interparticle spacing of VO2 thin 
films were in the subwavelength range. On the contrary, the surface of 
the unannealed film of sample S2 is uniformly dense and flat (Fig. 3f). 
Moreover, the coverage of the VO2 nanoparticles (S1-S5) was calculated 

by using Image J software and the values were 76.3, 57.3, 58.6, 49.1, 
and 47.1%, respectively (Fig. S3). Fig. 3g displays the selected area that 
was used for elemental distributions of V and Si. It can be observed that 
each element was distributed evenly throughout the film (Fig. 3h-i). The 
Si peak also arises as a result of scattering caused by the Silica substrate, 
which is consistent with the XPS result. 

The dimensions of the VO2 films are further confirmed utilizing 
atomic force microscopy (AFM). As shown in Fig. 4a-e, the surface 
morphology of the thin films after post-annealing treatment is composed 
of nanoparticles, and the root-mean-square (Rq) roughness of the sam-
ples (S1-S5) were 8.01, 6.35, 7.36, 8.79, and 6.64 nm, respectively. And 
it can be seen that all films after annealing exhibit a randomly distrib-
uted island structure (Fig. 4a’-e’), the average height of the islands is 
about 20.0 ± 6 nm. In contrast, the unannealed sample has an extremely 
smooth surface with an Rq roughness of 0.05 nm. And no discernible 
particle structure was observed on the surface of the unannealed film. It 
is clear that the annealing process significantly altered the surface 
morphology of the films. 

3.3. Optical performances of VO2 films 

The transmittance spectra of VO2 thin films (S1-S5) are shown in 
Fig. 5a. It can be found that all films have high visible transmittance and 
show a significant variation in near-infrared transmittance, indicating 
that VO2 films with phase transition property can be obtained by post- 
annealing treatment within a broad range of the reaction oxygen con-
tent. Furthermore, semiconducting films are extremely transparent in 
the near-infrared range, but the transmittance reduces dramatically in 
the visible area owing to the substantial inner-band absorptions of VO2 
[17,18]. The transmittance peak in the visible light region was slightly 
blue-shifted from 702 nm (S1) to 620 nm (S5) wavelength, which is 

Fig. 5. (a) Transmittance spectra of VO2 films with different oxygen flow rates at M/R phases. (b) Tlum-L, Tlum-H and ΔTsol diagram of the VO2 nanoparticles based on 
the transmission spectra in panel a. (c) The extinction spectra are derived from the transmittance spectra of the R phase in panel a, respectively. (d) The photonic 
energy changes with the average VO2 nanoparticles diameter. 
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beneficial to the rise in Tlum owing to the human eye sensitive wave-
length of 550 nm. Moreover, the transmittance valley of the samples at 
high temperatures shows in the NIR region due to the plasmon-induced 
strong absorbance. And the corresponding Tlum and ΔTsol were recorded 
in Fig. 5b. It is worth mentioning that the Tlum-L can be optimized up to 
86.8% as the oxygen flow rate increases. This can be interpreted intui-
tively that the coverage area is considerably smaller compared with 
continuous films, allowing light to pass through with less reflectance 
(Fig. S4). Similarly, the enhanced ΔTsol of the VO2 film is related not only 
to the deficiency of negative contribution in the visible light region but 
also to LSPR-induced increases in the transmittance difference between 
the low/high-temperature phases [24,40]. Remarkably, the S2 film ex-
hibits an ultra-high Tlum-L of ~ 83%, which is almost entirely transparent 
and delivers an excellent ΔTsol of 6.1%. 

The extinction spectrum of films is calculated from the transmittance 
spectrum of the R phase to verify the LSPRs effect on VO2 films. As 
shown in Fig. 5c, the broad and intense extinction band of the VO2 thin 
films with surface nanoparticles in the NIR region can be ascribed to 
LSPRs. Combined with the SEM and AFM images, it can be seen that the 
superposition of resonance peaks produced by the unevenly size 
distributed particles is the main reason for the large half-peak width 
[41]. Besides, It seems that the diameter of the nanoparticles also plays a 
key role in photonic energy. As the diameter of the VO2 nanoparticles 
evolves from 90 nm to 56 nm, the corresponding LSPR wavelength 
shows blue shifts from 0.76 eV to 0.98 eV (Fig. 5d), indicating that the 
Photonic energy of VO2 films is positive concerning nanoparticles size 
[42]. Meanwhile, a mild reduction in resonance band intensity may be 
related to the coverage of the VO2 nanoparticles. Overall, this work 
highlights the sensitivity of the LSPR to the size of the VO2 
nanoparticles. 

To further understand the insight of ultrahigh transparency of VO2 
thin films, the band gaps and absorption of VO2 thin films had been 

presented in Fig. 6. In semiconductor states, the band gaps of S1-S5 are 
1.71, 1.87, 1.81, 2.05, and 1.97 eV, respectively (Fig. 6a). It can be 
shown that the band gap of the prepared VO2 films with surface nano-
particles is larger than the previously published continuous films [5]. 
The optical band gap plots of the S1 and S5 films are presented in Fig. 6b 
to demonstrate the difference at lower and higher oxygen flow rates, 
respectively. Interestingly, absorption shoulders with linear character-
istics in the photon energy range of 1.8–2.5 eV are seen in sample S1, 
which is ascribed to the presence of occupied band-gap states [43]. In 
contrast, no absorption shoulder is distinct in the sample S5, which may 
be interpreted by the decrease of the occupied band-gap states located 
between the O 2p band and the lower filled d band of VO2 as a result of 
the enhanced oxidation [44]. The data was plotted in Fig. 6c to accu-
rately analyze the variation of Eg and Tlum-L with oxygen flow rates. A 
positive linear correlation is seen between Eg and Tlum-L, implying that a 
large band gap leads to high luminous transmittance. Moreover, the 
expansion of the optical gap will result in a significant decrease in the 
optical absorbance (Fig. 6d). 

3.4. LSPRs effect and optical properties of double-sided VO2 thin film 

According to Bohren’s [45] modified formulas based on Mie’s elec-
trostatic field theory, the relationship between the dielectric function of 
spherical particles (ε = ε1 + iε2), the dielectric constant of the sur-
rounding medium (εm), the extinction cross section (σext), the scattering 
cross section (σsca), and the absorption cross section (σabs) are given. 
Additionally, formulae 6–8 are deduced when the size of the nano-
particles is substantially less than the wavelength of the incident light. 

σext =
18πVε3/2

m

λ4
ε2(λ)

[
[ε1(λ) + 2εm ]

2 ]
+ [ε2(λ) ]2

(6) 

Fig. 6. Optical properties of VO2 with different oxygen flow rates: (a) The relationship between (aħν)1/2 and ħν for the VO2 films. (b) (aħν)1/2 and plot for S1 and S2 
films. (c) The relationship between average Tlum-L and Eg. The solid line in (c) is a linear fit, and the inset in (c) is the plot of Eg as a function of the oxygen flow rates of 
VO2 nanoparticles. (d) Room-temperature UV–vis absorption spectra. 
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σsca =
32π4V2ε2

m

λ4
[ε1(λ) − εm ]

2
+ [ε2(λ) ]2

[ε1(λ) + 2εm ]
2
+ [ε2(λ) ]2

(7)  

σabs = σext − σsca (8) 

When σext and σabs reach their maximum values concurrently, the 
LSPR absorption effect occurs. In summary, the following parameters 
may associate with the creation of LSPR phenomena, including metal 
phase VO2, isolated surficial VO2 nanoparticles, adequate particle size, 

and appropriate dielectric constant of the surrounding medium [18]. 
Therefore, a double-sided VO2 film with surface nanoparticles 

(labeled as DF) was created to increase the intensity of the LSPRs ab-
sorption peak in the metallic state. The spectrum of DF film displays a 
more considerable difference at 30 ◦C/90 ◦C (Fig. 7a), especially in the 
near-infrared range, e.g. 27.4% and 26.4% at 1320 nm and 2000 nm, 
respectively. The corresponding Tlum and ΔTsol of the DF film are 70.6% 
and 9.3%, respectively, showing significant advantages in terms of 
balanced Tlum and ΔTsol. 

Fig. 7. (a) Measured transmission spectra of an optimized sample of the double-sided film (DF) in the M and R phases (the inset shows the photograph (10 mm × 10 
mm) of film on the glass). The filling regions in light blue and bright yellow indicate the solar radiation spectrum (AM of 1.5) and the visual function of human eyes, 
respectively. (b) Comparison of this work with recently reported VO2-based thermochromic films prepared by different methods. Panels (c) and (d) show the LSPRs of 
DF film as a function of temperature during heating and cooling, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 8. (a) Normalized transmittance at 2000 nm as a function of temperature for VO2 nanoparticles with different oxygen flow rates. (b) Histogram of transition 
temperature and thermal hysteresis loop width variation of the films. 
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It is deserving mentioning that thermochromic coatings appropriate 
for practical application on architectural glass should have a visible light 
transmission of at least 60% [46]. In this work, whether the single-sided 
thin films (S1-S5) or double-sided thin film (DF), their luminous trans-
mittance are much higher than the essential usage requirement (Fig. 7b). 
To sum up, the prepared DF film has the most excellent thermochromic 
properties, achieving an excellent trade-off between Tlum and ΔTsol. The 
double-sided spontaneously patterned VO2 thin films are more 
straightforward to prepare than the recently reported VO2(M) films 
(including doped films, pure VO2 films, nanoporous films, multilayered 
films [7–12,14,16–17,22–26]) and have certain advantages in terms of 
luminous transmittance. The detailed optical data and preparation 
methods in the compared documents are shown in Table S2. 

To investigate the change in the position of the LSPRs peak during 
heating and cooling, the visible-NIR spectra of the DF film were 
measured at the extent of 40 ◦C to 120 ◦C and the matching absorbance 
spectra were derived from Eq. (5) (panels c and d of Fig. 7). It can be 
observed that the temperature-controlled LSPR behaviors for VO2 
nanoparticles were sensitive to ambient temperature, which therefore 
may considerably enhance ΔTsol and sensitively respond to ambient 
temperature change for smart window applications. During the heating 
process, the pronounced LSPRs absorption peak appeared at a high 
temperature of 70 ◦C and the intensity of the LSPRs absorption peak 
progressively increased with the rising of temperature. In addition, the 
LSPRs peak is gradually quenched at a low temperature of about 55 ◦C 
during the cooling down procedure. The intensity and peak location 
have hysteresis throughout the heating–cooling cycle, which is conso-
nant with the hysteresis of the VO2 phase transition. Interestingly, the 
frequency of LSPRs is red-shifted (blue-shifted) with increasing 
(decreasing) temperature, which is consistent with the preceding 
reference [17]. 

3.5. Phase transition temperature of VO2 thin films 

The hysteresis loops for the optical transmittance of thin films with 
varying oxygen flow rates at a constant wavelength of 2000 nm are 
plotted in Fig. 8a and the transmittance at 30 ◦C is normalized to 100%. 
The cooling of the dTr/dT-T curve reveals two peaks, indicating the 
existence of a two-step transition with the dominant peak determining 
the phase transition temperature. The phase transition temperature was 
established as τc = (τheating + τcooling)/2 and the hysteresis loop width was 
specified as ΔH = τheating - τcooling, the histogram of τc and ΔH changes 
with oxygen flow rates is presented in Fig. 8b. With the film oxygen flow 
rates increasing from 0.4 to 0.8 Sccm, the τc of S1-S5 film fluctuates 
between 67 ◦C and 78 ◦C. More prominent is that the ΔH of the films 
increases linearly from 14 ◦C to 46 ◦C with increased oxygen flow rates. 
The ΔH values of the aforementioned VO2 thin films are considerably 
higher than normal values but comply with isolated VO2 nanoparticles 
or films comprised of isolated nanoparticles [14]. 

4. Conclusion 

In summary, we fabricated VO2 films with surface nanoparticles by 
combining HiPIMS and post-annealing treatment. The grain size of VO2 
nanoparticles on the film surface can be efficiently controlled by 
adjusting the oxygen flow rates during the HiPIMS process, which can 
broaden the band gap and optimize the LSPRs. And the prepared S2 film 
presented extremely high Tlum up to 82.9% with a decent ΔTsol of 6.1% 
exhibiting a transparent vision. Moreover, DF film with outstanding 
overall capability with Tlum of 70.6% and ΔTsol of 9.3%. The generated 
VO2 films could satisfy the criteria of not only building windows but also 
car windshields. Thus, the suggested spontaneous self-template 
patterning technique simplifies the production of VO2 thin films with 
surface nanoparticles and has tremendous promise for commercial ap-
plications of smart windows. 
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